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1

Introduction

The SmILES project aims at improving the knowledge on the integration of electrical and thermal storages
in local multi-energy systems. Transfers between energy carriers are expected to lead to a higher flexibility
and a better management of the energy infrastructure as a whole, in particular to support further integration
of intermittent renewable energies. To verify this, suitable study cases will be analysed based on crosssimulations (see deliverable 4.4) using different methodologies available at the partner institutes (AIT, DTU,
EDF, KIT, VITO/EnergyVille), and based on the PreCISE methodology described in deliverable 4.3.
The PreCISE approach – an approach for preparing concise information for simulation experiments – aims
to facilitate the collaboration among experts using different toolchains and modelling paradigms. It is
implemented with the help of templates, which allow to describe simulation experiments (and relevant
associated data) in a way that is independent of specific models, tools or methods.
WP2 focussed on a key element of the simulation experiment description referred to as the system
configuration (SC). The SC is the “static” part of a simulation experiment description. It is a detailed,
technical description of an energy system (a list of energy domains, system components and their
interrelations such as connectivity and hierarchy) and the inherent properties of the components. i.e.
component attributes and constraints. In addition, WP2 has identified the Social, Technological,
Environmental, Economic and Political (STEEP) context as an important additional element associated with
the SC to be able to address upscaling potentials of local multi-energy networks. Relevant features may
typically include the public and political acceptance for renewable energy and storage technologies,
weather conditions, local availability of energy resources, and particular policy regulations and market
structures that set the legal and financial conditions under which renewable energy technologies can be
deployed.
WP2 has therefore developed a so-called reference description form containing two parts: the SC and the
STEEP context. The reference description form is a template with the purpose to:




assure an adequate and detailed description of local multi-energy SCs
list the necessary data to be collected for their simulation
identify the most relevant elements of the STEEP context influencing upscaling potentials

The reference description form will be made public to support end-use dissemination, increased
collaboration and further cross-simulations between stakeholders involved in the field. This is embedded in
the overall SmILES project objective of setting up a Shared Data and Information Platform (SDIP).
Previous work in deliverable 2.2 covered the selection and brief description of the SCs and STEEP contexts,
using a simplified reference description template. Following, deliverable 2.3 contained the first version of a
detailed reference description form for the part of the SC. The current deliverable 2.4 finalizes this work by
a) updating the detailed reference description form for system configurations based on the feedback of
project partners obtained through the SmILES cross-simulation work, and b) refining the part on the STEEP
context previously developed under deliverable 2.2. The latter is based on a series of interviews with
national project representatives addressing social, economic and regulatory drivers and barriers associated
with the different SCs (and associated use cases) explored in the SmILES project.
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2

Design of the reference description form

2.1 Reference description form for System Configurations
The first version of the reference description form developed under deliverable 2.3 is displayed in Appendix
A. Its development was guided by a number of requirements displayed in Table 1 based mainly on
experience with the development and use of the simplified SC reference description form of deliverable 2.2
and general partner experience in modelling local multi-energy systems.
In correspondence with the design criteria, main features of the SC reference description form can be
summarized as follows:











A word processor document (OpenDocument Text or Word formats) was considered the most
suitable format to enable the editing flexibility (R1) and to minimize the requirement for special
tools.
Generic and cross-domains categories constituting the first half of the reference form’s structure:
“purpose of the document”, “document history”, “system configuration identification”, “short
description of context”, “climate” and “geographics”. The “short description of context” section is
particularly relevant including a concise textual description of the SC with key figures for a fast
grasp of the core information.
A system breakdown (SBD) that gives an overview of all elements which constitute the SC in a
modular and adaptable way (R3 and R4). The elements are categorized as classes. They are
organized on different branches of a tree to reflect on different domains and they are related to
each other on different “levels” (of detail). Two types of “vertical” relations are included –
containment and inheritance (see Appendix A) - in compliance with UML notations (R10).
Graphical representations of the SC including representations of interfaces between elements of
the SBD, network diagrams and other representations deemed relevant in accordance with R7 and
R12.
An “elements connections” section to document main interactions between components (R7) in
terms of energy and/or information exchanges between types of classes.
An “elements description” section to characterize instances of the different classes in detail (R5),
following ten description categories: functionality, interfaces, physical characteristics,
surroundings, quality, operation type, support, legal constraints and economics, enabling the
specification of the key parameters (R6) (notably under “physical characteristics”).
Numerical values (e.g. in the “climate”, “geographics” and “elements description” sections)
document the reference state of the local multi-energy system (R2). Those numerical values are to
be documented using the machine readable (R11) formats previously defined in deliverable D3.3
(R8).
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Table 1: Design requirements for the reference description form for System Configurations

Requirement
Editing flexibility

#
R1

Documentation of a
reference state

R2

Specify exogenous influences not specific to a use case or test case as a
representation of a reference state of the local multi-energy system (for
example yearly profiles of average solar irradiation or reference electrical
consumption).

Modularity of the
description
architecture

R3

Adopt a modular architecture to describe the domains relevant to local
multi-energy systems (for example electrical, thermal, gas, compressed
air etc.).

Adaptability on
different levels of
details

R4

Be adaptable to different levels of detail. For example, one SC could
describe buildings in an area, while another one may be limited to rooms
inside one building. In that sense, the format of the SC form should
provide adequate options with the choice of multiple “levels” by the writer.

Description
categories of
components

R5

Describe all components sufficiently with a harmonized approach,
covering the technical description of an energy system (a list of energy
domains, system components and their interrelations such as connectivity
and hierarchy) and the inherent properties of the components. i.e.
component attributes and constraints.

Documentation of
key characterization
parameters

R6

Define the key characterization parameters of SC components. The SC
form collects these parameters, but they are to be documented
independently from any choice of modelling.

Interactions
between
components

R7

Include the interactions between components, covering both the ‘vertical’
relations of containment (e.g. a building can contain different rooms) and
inheritance (e.g. a school is a type of building), as well as ‘Horizontal’
relations reflect on interfaces and interactions between components (e.g.
a gas boiler provides for the heating needs of the school).

Compatibility with
other templates of
SmILES
Compatibility with
requirements
identified from other
WPs of SmILES
Compliance with
existing standards

R8

Be in line with, and reuse, previous templates when possible (e.g. the
Control Function template (D3.2) and the format for input data (D3.3)).

R9

Consider requirements from other work packages of SmILES with an
impact on the development of the SC reference description when
necessary.

R10

When existing formats are available in the field, the SC description form
should rely on the standards available.

Machine readable
data

R11

Reference tables and time series documented in the SC reference form
should be machine readable.

Graphical support

R12

For ease of reading, graphical representations should be used, in
particular for network diagrams or connections between components.

Ability to hold free-text descriptions as well as coded information.
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2.2 Reference description form for STEEP context
The first version of the reference description form developed under deliverable 2.2 is displayed in
Appendix B. It organises main contextual factors potentially influencing upscaling dynamics in five main
‘STEEP’ categories:






Social, including information on users, socio-demographics, and predominant views and attitudes
Technological, including the renewable energy mix in the context of the SC (e.g. national or subnational scale)
Environmental, including the local availability of energy resources and climate conditions
Economic, including main market players, energy tariffs (electricity, gas, heat) and specifics on
markets organisation/design and metering infrastructure.
Political, including main policy visions, concrete incentives for renewable energy and storage and
the role of regulation free zones.

STEEP is a well-known generic framework from scenario analysis to classify scenario drivers (Bradfield,
Wright, Burt, Cairns, & Van Der Heijden, 2005; Schwartz, 1996) that is often modified to match specific
cases (see for example Dias, Vianna, & Felby, 2016; Saritas & Smith, 2011). It was expected to be suited
as a starting point for classifying drivers of multi-energy upscaling dynamics. The simple forms were filled
out by the project partners (see deliverable 2.2) and supplemented with information from the available
literature. This enabled a first assessment of the main differences among contexts considered, as a
stepping stone towards the further analysis of opportunities and barriers for multi-energy solutions.
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3

Main updates based on feedback of cross-simulation

3.1 Feedback process
Our templates were used to share description and information between Smiles’ project partners to work on
a cross-simulation experience and see if those templates were helpful and brought a real benefit. Thanks
to it, each partner could describe properly their model and framing of their SC, use cases, and test cases.
For our feedback process on the SC template, our main aim was to better understand:
If the SC is helpful? For whom it is useful? If we need a more elaborate example? What could be
improvements to the template?
We used the Smiles project collaboration platform (Confluence) as a platform to gather our feedbacks. Our
feedback process was separated in two parts:
 One part specifically dedicated to gather feedback on the SC reference form through direct
comments on the form listing partner’s proposals to possibly improve it.
 Another part with open questions focused on:
o how we used the template,
o why we think the template is useful or not for our self,
o why we think the template is useful or not for a third person or an external researcher.

3.2 Main feedback points
On the System Configuration reference form, the main feedback points were the next:







On “1 - Purpose of the document”, the introduction didn’t help to sufficiently understand why the
system is set up and which question will be answered with working with this system configuration,
so it needed clarification on that.
Sections 3.2 "Short description of context", 3.3 "Climate", and 3.4 "Geographics" contain
examples of how to fill in each section, but the purpose of it was not explicitly formulated. It would
need additional text to offer more explanation on the purpose.
On “6 - Elements connections”, it needed an example of “information exchanges” besides the
examples on “energy interfaces”.
On “7 - Elements description”, “Requirements” part, needed explanation for “Design guidelines”
on the meaning and purpose of it.

On the open questions on the usage of the S templates, we obtained the following feedbacks:




Regarding the use for SmILES project partners, what was found useful was that the template
gives an overview of the multi-energy system at hand. A disadvantage of this broad view,
however, is that the template may contain information requests that fall beyond the template
users’ expertise or interest. Considering this fact, it may make the document cumbersome to fill in
for those users.
Regarding the use for external parties, it was found equally useful is that it gives a quick overview
of the multi-energy system. Here, the main disadvantage was that in isolation it doesn’t provide
the underlying rationale for the SC, its ‘reason to be’. Hence, it needs to be used in the broader
context of the PreCISE methodology.

3.3 Final reference description form for system configurations
Considering the feedback above, minor adaptations to the original SC reference description form were
made. More explanations and examples in each considered frame were added in order to help users
being clearer and more precise when filling it in.
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Recommendations to delete some parts of the template – i.e. for those elements where users would not be
interested in - couldn’t be taken into account. Those parts could be necessary for other users, and it was
considered more important to keep the form as comprehensive as possible.
The final reference description form for system configurations will be made available on the Shared Data
and Information Platform1. The final version of the form is also included under Appendix E.

1

At the time of finalizing the report, the SDIP was not yet available.
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4

Main updates based on interviews on upscaling

4.1 Methodology
4.1.1 Aim of the interviews
The main aim of the interviews was to get a better understanding of social, economic and regulatory drivers
and barriers associated with the different SCs (and associated UCs) explored in the SmILES project. This
analysis was expected to reveal complementary insights with respect to the cross-simulation process
carried out under WP5 by addressing the question: to what extent and under which conditions could local
multi-energy solutions be upscaled on a national energy system level?
Results of the interviews will flow into the upcoming SmILES work in two complementary ways. First, as
part of the development of reference description forms (T2.3), the interviews will be used to refine the
description of the STEEP context template previously developed under T2.2 (see Appendix B). The set-up
of the interviews, main results, as well as the refinement of the STEEP context description will be reported
on under deliverable D2.4. Second, as part of the analysis of upscaling potentials (T5.5), the interviews are
intended to deliver insights about the upscaling potential of local multi-energy and storage solutions vis-avis social, economic and regulatory drivers and barriers. These qualitative insights will be combined with
the quantitative analysis of upscaling potential carried out using the Belgium TIMES model, which will be
described in deliverable D5.5.

4.1.2 Respondents
The SCs considered in SmILES originate from a suite of national projects. The interviews focussed on a
select group of national project representatives. The ambition was to include for each case at least two
representatives, typically covering a practitioner’s and a researcher’s point of view. Interview candidates
were selected from the networks of the different SmILES partners. For all, but one case, the minimum of
respondents was reached (see Table 2). The national scale case study2 was special as it drew from a
regional project in Flanders (SmarThor). This allowed interviews to cover a larger set of practitioners
involved in pilots of the flux50 ‘multi-energy in neighbourhoods’ innovation program, as well as helicopter
viewers from science, policy and innovation with a broad view on multi-energy in Flanders 3.
Table 2: Overview of interview respondents for each system configuration considered
Nordhavn (DK)
Smartdorf (AU)
Research campus (DE)
Collectopia (FR)
National scale
Flanders)

(BE

-











Research coordinator for the Nordhavn project
Representative of a heating utility
Representative of the local government
Research coordinator of REFLEX project4
Research coordinator for the Energylab 2.0
Architect pioneering multi-energy solutions in buildings
Researcher multi-energy system design
Various practitioners involved in the flux50 innovation program
Helicopter viewers from science, policy and innovation

4.1.3 Interview set-up
The national projects are generally of broader scope than the specific SCs explored in SmILES. Therefore,
the scope of the interview covered main multi-energy solutions adopted in the national project, rather than
only focussing on the SmILES SC. This was done to avoid constraining respondents in describing their
views and to capture richer and more generally applicable insights into upscaling potentials of multi-energy
2

The national scale case study mainly covered the Flemish region of Belgium. This can be considered national
scale, as most of the relevant responsibilities for multi-energy are distributed to the regional levels of government.
3
Representatives oft he following organisations were interviewd: ABB, Clean Energy Invest, Condugo, Eandis,
Enervalis, FOD Economie, Flux50, KBC, Minaraad, Think-E, ThermoVault, Energent
4
http://reflex-smartgrid.eu/index.php/demo-sites/salzburg-austria
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solutions. We refer to the full scope of the interview as a ‘case study’. The original SCs FlexOffice and
Electronic production site – both part of the KIT Energylab 2.0 – are taken together under the case study
‘Research campus’.
The interviews were set up as semi-structured interviews, with the interview guide (Annex C) as a
guideline. The interview guide contains the following 3 parts:





Current innovation landscape: what is the current state of affairs? What are current problems and
opportunities from the social, technological, economic, environmental, and policy point of view?
Envisioning: what are the possible roles of storage and multi-energy innovations in the future
energy system? This part was based on a predefined set of possible energy futures delineated by
two main dimensions (centralized vs. decentralized systems, community vs. individual values, see
Annex C). Respondents were asked to map the multi-energy solutions at hand on this scenario
framework and to reflect about the desirability of the different energy futures.
Upscaling and barriers: what is needed to upscale storage and multi-energy innovation and to
overcome main barriers ahead?

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Defining characteristics of case studies
The case studies adopted in the SmILES project are diverse concerning in terms of the country of origin,
setting of the system configuration (urban / rural / research campus / national scale), and the types of multienergy solutions considered. Table 3 gives an overview of the main defining characteristics of case studies,
which are further described below.
Table 3: Defining characteristics of case studies
Nordhavn

Smartdorf

Country

Denmark

Austria

Setting

Urban

Rural

Type of multi-energy
solution

4th generation
DH

Optimizing
local PV usage

Power to heat

Distributed
heat pumps
and heat
storage

Heat load
shifting

Research
campus
Germany
Research
campus
Electricity
services from
office buildings
heat systems
Electricity peak
shaving for
small scale
production

Collectopia

National scale

France
Rural

Belgium
(Flanders)
National scale

Collective selfsupply

Local Energy
Communities

Long-term
thermal
storage

Microgrids in
business parks
Aggregating
distributed
flexibility

Operating
centralized and
decentralized
technologies in
a microgrid

4.2.1.1 Nordhavn
The case study of Nordhavn in Copenhagen, Denmark, marks a transition from 3rd to 4th generation of
district heating (DH) (Werner, 2017), in which renewable electricity-based heat pumps and residual heat
are the main sources, rather than fossil- or biofuel-based CHPs. The case study features an integrated
electricity and ultra-low temperature heat network with various forms of energy storage in a dense urban
setting5. From the perspective of district heating, the Nordhavn energy network offers various possibilities
5

see http://energylabnordhavn.weebly.com/solutions1.html
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for energy system integration and providing flexibility. For example, excess electricity can be used to heat
domestic water storage when appropriate. Other parts of the DH system can provide similar services
through storage in the heat network itself, or by using the heat inertia of customers load.
A particular multi-energy service demonstrated in Nordhavn is the elimination of fossil fuel based peak
boilers in the heat network. This involves the remotely controlled shift of heating load at building level, taking
advantage of 10-12 hrs of inertia in the thermal load for different kinds of buildings. Operating at ultra-low
temperatures, heat pumps at the building and micro-grid level can provide the entire heat demand taking
as much as possible advantage of access wind power. This demonstrates how heat pumps are a main
technology for coupling electricity and heat as an enabler for the uptake of more variable renewable energy
(VRE), managing the associated variability with heat storage.

4.2.1.2 Smartdorf
The Austrian rural municipality of Köstendorf - hosting the Smartdorf SC - can be considered a front runner
in the local implementation of the energy transition. It has a history in deploying innovative energy
technologies, such as a heating network on biomass since 1985, and an eco-friendly industrial zone
applying technologies like concrete core activation. Under the heading ‘Model Municipality Köstendorf’, the
municipality has been a major testbed for the Smart Grids Model Region Salzburg project, which has
implemented a variety of smart grid and e-mobility projects since 2010. Initially, projects focussed on emobility and smart grids, for example to assess the integration of a large share of residential PV (50% of
all households) on the local grid, including electrical vehicles (30% of all households) and battery storage
(in some households) (Ornetzeder, Sinozic, Gutting, & Bettin, 2017). Over the past years, projects on emobility and smart grids have been expanded to include power storage, Power2Gas and Power2Heat. In
practice, this entailed using excess PV electricity to drive a central heat pump in the district heating system
to replace an oil burner providing DHW in summer and transition seasons. Experience shows that the 800
kW oil boiler could be replaced completely by the heat pump heating water up to 85°C, making use of
excess electricity from local PV (Interviews).
The SmILES use case builds on these field test by investigating further coupling of electricity and heating
networks to increase the hosting capability for local PV production, while simultaneously reducing CO2
emissions and primary energy use of district heating systems (SmILES deliverable 2.2). In the system
configuration it is assumed that a CHP plant is used for primary heat supply to the district heating network
and feeds in electricity. As secondary supply to the DH network, multiple distributed heat pumps use
electricity (e.g., from rooftop PV) to generate heat. Thermal storages are utilized to increase the operational
flexibility of the production units.

4.2.1.3 Research campus
The Research campus combines the two SCs considered under D2.2: the Flex office and Smart Electronic
Production Plant. The former consists of two typical office buildings with different types of equipment (hot
water buffer tank, a heat pump and air conditioning) that has been coupled to the use case of providing
electrical grid services by using flexibility in heat demand from the operation of the appliances and using
the heat inertia of the buildings. The latter consists of a typical SME production site to manufacture
electronic systems including battery energy storage, for which the use case involves electricity peak
shaving. Combining the two allows for additional flexibility and multi-energy coupling. Both are embedded
in the broader context of the EnergyLab 2.0 at the KIT Campus North 6. This campus operates in a way
similar to a micro grid, with one point (three lines) of coupling to the 110 kV grid (interviews). Besides
decentralized technologies like the Flex office and Smart Electronic Production Plant, the campus hosts
centralised technologies (solar power plant, gas and CHP powered by Bioliq technology) that can cover
most of its energy demand. The aim is not to be entirely self-sustaining, but to achieve optimized scheduling
and balancing.

4.2.1.4 Collectopia
The Collectopia use case addresses optimum collective self-supply in sustainable long term urban energy
system planning. It aims to optimize the design and operation of local energy systems for a higher use of
6

https://www.sci.kit.edu/75.php
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local resources by using synergies and conversion between energy carriers (electricity and thermal). A key
feature of the technological set-up is long-term thermal storage in an underground aquifer. Other relevant
features include a low-temperature district heating network, DHW buffers, heat pumps, PV/T panels and
thermo-active foundations in individual dwellings, a CHP plant fuelled with local biogas, and a local
greenhouse to enable urban market gardening and capturing low temperature heat (SmILES deliverable
2.2).
The rationale of the use case departs from the insight that multi-apartment buildings often have insufficient
potential of underground thermal storage to enable self-sufficiency. Therefore, collective usage of
underground storage is needed to enable self-supply on the district level. Moreover, the greenhouse is
meant to combine energy, food, and social benefits, operating as collective heat resource, providing local
food, and allowing residents to experience a garden not included in their (multi-apartment) premise
(interviews).

4.2.1.5 National scale
The Belgium national scale use case addresses hosting a large share of renewables – i.e. reaching low
carbon objectives - at lowest cost. To this end, the ambition is to analyse the upscaling potential of local
multi-energy system configurations like the ones described above in a Belgium context (see deliverable
5.5).
In order to appreciate main drivers and enablers for multi-energy and storage in the Belgian context, we
have relied on interviews with practitioners involved in pilots of the flux50 ‘multi-energy in neighbourhoods’
innovation program in Flanders covering different types of multi-energy services. The main types covered
in the interviews included:






Local energy communities. This includes for example a new built residential urban area in the city
of Ghent (‘Nieuwe Dokken’)7 including a low temperature heat network fed by multiple sources
(residual heat, heat pump, gas as a back-up) integrated with a local electricity system with PV,
battery storage and EV charging. A social innovation is the cooperative form chosen to organise
the LEC, in which all residents are members. Another example is the study Microgrid Services for
LECs (MSLEC8) establishing innovative energy as a service concepts for households and SMEs.
Microgrids at research, business and small-scale industry parks. This includes for example the
Thor park9 of which VITO / EnergyVille is part and business park ‘De Staak’10, typically including
decentralized energy production, energy storage, EV charging, and multi-energy exchanges
among different buildings at the premise.
Aggregating distributed individual flexibility from power-to-heat (ThermoVault 11 / cVPP12). This
involves automated control of residential applications (electrical boilers, space heating, batteries)
in order to both deliver energy savings and optimal comfort to the user, as well as delivering
flexibility to the electricity market.

4.2.2 Context comparison based on initial reference description form
The contexts of the different SCs are described based on the information of the first reference description
forms, complemented with literature and interview findings where appropriate. We typically address a
national and local context as follows:

4.2.2.1 Nordhavn
The Nordhavn SC is positioned in a dense urban setting. Socio-demographic characteristics include a
relatively high income, young population and positive attitudes towards innovative energy technology.
7

https://flux50.com/innovation-support/projects-overview/smart-multi-energy-district-de-nieuwe-dokken
https://flux50.com/innovation-support/projects-overview/microgrid-services-for-local-energy-communities
9
https://www.energyville.be/en/research/smarthor-research-platform-multi-energy-systems-and-markets
10
https://flux50.com/innovation-support/projects-overview/de-staak
11
http://www.thermovault.com/
12
http://www.nweurope.eu/projects/project-search/cvpp-community-based-virtual-power-plant/
8
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Other relevant features include relatively high electricity rates (~30EUcts/kWh) mainly due to relatively
high levels of tax13, and a widescale smart meter roll-out14.
Denmark is a front runner in developing renewable energy in Europe, with over 40% of its electricity demand
covered by wind energy (IEA, 2017). It has an expected total renewable energy share of 42.0% in 2020
(DEA, 2017) provided from mainly biomass and wind. The Danish government is committed to relatively
ambitious RE goals - as reflected in the Government's Political Platform target of at least 50% renewables
in 2030. The City of Copenhagen moves beyond those targets, targeting climate neutrality by 2025 (CPH,
2016). Another relevant feature of the Copenhagen case is the high level of district heating. DH in
combination with CHP production developed strongly since the 1970s, with currently the majority of heat
demand (~64%) met through DH. In an urban dense area such as Copenhagen, even 98% of all buildings
are connected to district heating15.
Currently, the DH network fed for some 55% by CO2 neutral sources (mainly biomass). The policy target
is to be 80% CO2 neutral by 2020. For the remaining 20%, equal shares of waste incineration (containing
some fossil fuels), and peak / reserve load boilers (oil and natural gas) are anticipated. For becoming CO 2
neutral in 2025, it is needed to 1) enhance flexibility and integration, 2) tackle the fossil-fuel based peak
load boilers. To this end, the share of district heating from heat pumps is envisioned to grow significantly,
which will entail expanding the usage of large scale heat pumps 16 (interviews).

4.2.2.2 Smartdorf
The municipality of Köstendorf can be considered a front runner in the local implementation of the energy
transition with a positive attitude towards innovative technologies. Culturally, the municipality can be
characterised as traditional, with high value attached to the preservation of natural and cultural heritage 6.
Austria has a comparatively large share of renewable energy in Europe, with a 34% share of renewables
in gross final energy demand17, mainly from biomass and hydro-electricity (IEA, 2014). The country’s
climate policy is in line with EU targets, with a stated long-term energy policy goal to solely rely on renewable
energies by 2050 (Ornetzeder et al., 2017). For implementing its long-term ambitions (up to 2050), the
country is taking first steps for developing a long-term low carbon strategy (ETC/ACM, 2018) based on a
‘Green book’ for an Integrated Climate and Energy Strategy (consentec & Fraunhofer ISI, 2016). The
Austrian 2030 energy and climate strategy – operationalising EU 2030 targets - is currently (state 2017)
under development (Ornetzeder et al., 2017). The country is known for a high level of R&D funding on
energy technology research, development and demonstration (IEA, 2014) as illustrated by its 2016
Strategic Research Agenda for Intelligent Energy systems (BMVIT, 2016) which targets amongst others
multi-energy systems and energy storage18.

4.2.2.3 Research campus
The research campus is a typical clean tech energy campus populated by technology aware researchers
and students, however with a varying willingness to accept comfort losses. Although the campus operates
relatively autonomous from the broader German context, we highlight some of its main contextual features.
This includes a relatively strong RE policy in the context of the German Energiewende, a nuclear phase
out projected for 2025, and a share of renewables in the final energy mix of some 15% in 2017. The country
is known for its early introduction of a feed-in tariff for renewable generation which still holds for small-scale

13

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statisticsexplained/index.php/Electricity_price_statistics#Electricity_prices_for_household_consumers
14
https://ses.jrc.ec.europa.eu/smart-metering-deployment-european-union
15
See https://www.euroheat.org/knowledge-centre/country-profiles/ and https://ens.dk/en/ourresponsibilities/global-cooperation/experiences-district-heating
16
Currently, Copenhagen only has a 1 MW HP in Nordhavn; beginning 2019 a 5MW HP will be installed in another
main demonstrator.
17
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economicgovernance-monitoring-prevention-correction/european-semester/european-semester-your-country/austria/europe2020-targets-statistics-and-indicators-austria_en#share-of-renewable-energy
18
https://nachhaltigwirtschaften.at/de/e2050/highlights/fti-strategie-smart-grids-2-0/
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renewables19. There also are significant R&D efforts for technology-driven solutions in the field of flexible
pro-/consumers. District heating is not common, but emerging, with 12% of citizens served by DH. Locally,
wind potential is relatively low, making PV and possibly geothermal more appropriate RE technologies to
consider.

4.2.2.4 Collectopia
Collectopia is envisioned to be rolled-out in a rural setting in Northern France (departement Nord, region
Hauts-de-France). Economically this setting can be considered relatively weak, with a small negative
migratory balance (-0,4%) due to migration from 25-39 year-olds, a high rate of unemployment (12.9 %)
and a relatively low standard of living20.
France has a medium share of renewable energy in Europe, with a 18% share of renewables in gross final
energy demand, mainly from hydro-electricity and wind power. Due to its relatively large nuclear capacity
(46% in the energy mix and 78% of electricity generation), it can be considered one of the leading IEA
countries when it comes to a low-carbon energy mix (IEA, 2016). Its electricity prices are relatively low (~
15 c€/kWh), with roughly equal shares of production costs, distribution costs and tax.
France has developed a robust and well elaborated low carbon strategy developed in its Energy Transition
for Green Growth Act, where the key element are carbon budgets covering all sectors. Regarding the past
emission trend and the projections further efforts will be needed to achieve the 2030 target of -40%, and
the 2050 target of -75% compared to 1990 (ETC/ACM, 2018).
District heating is not predominant but encouraged. The Energy Transition for Green Growth Act has the
ambition to increase fivefold the amount of renewable heat distributed by district heating and cooling (DHC)
networks by 2030. An interim 2023 target calls for an extension of the number of households being supplied
from DHC (from 2.3 to 4 million dwelling-equivalents) and an increase in share of renewables (from 40% to
55-60%) (IEA, 2016).

4.2.2.5 National scale
In Belgium, the share of renewable electricity through on- and offshore wind, PV production and biomass
has developed steadily over the past 10-15 years, reaching a share of 8.7 % in 2016 21 roughly on track for
reaching the 2020 target of 13%. The trend towards more renewables is expected to continue in response
to cost reductions of RE production, the closure of nuclear power plants (currently delivering some 55% of
electricity production), and renewable energy targets and associated regulations and incentives. The
central scenario of (Meinke-Hubeny, de Oliveira, & Duerinck, 2017) shows that a roughly equal share of
fossil fuel (mainly gas) and renewable generation would be cost-effective for 2030.
Belgium is a federal state consisting of a Federal Government and three regional governments (Flanders,
Wallonia and Brussels-Capital Region). Concerning energy policy, the federal government has the
responsibility for cross-regional issues, for instance international collaboration, security of supply and
issues related to nuclear energy. Many other responsibilities are distributed to the regional levels, such as
energy efficiency and the development of renewable energy sources (other than off-shore wind) 22. We
further elaborate on the case of Flanders.
There is a clear policy commitment for further energy and climate policy in line with EU policy goals, as
expressed for example in the Flemish Energy Vision 2030-305023. To accelerate the development of
renewables, recently an ‘energy pact’ was launched24 covering topics of energy efficiency, renewable
energy (in particular solar, wind, and renewable heat), flexibility, finance and governance. Amongst others,
19

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Renewable_Energy_Sources_Act#Renewable_Energy_Sources_Act_(2017)
20
https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/2538231 accessed October 2019
21
http://www.apere.org/fr/observatoire-energies-renouvelables
22
The distribution of energy policy over multiple levels is one of the well-known challenges in Belgian energy
policy. One example is the distribution of the EU 2020 emission targets for Belgium over the regional authorities
which was agreed upon only in December 2015.
23
https://www.energiesparen.be/Vlaams_energieplan
24
http://www.vlaamseklimaattop.be/sites/default/files/atoms/files/Vlaams%20Klimaat-%20en%20Energiepact.pdf
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the intention is to develop a policy framework for storage and to improve regulation to optimize the usage
of the distribution grid.
The main financial incentive for renewable energy and CHP has been implemented through green
certificate schemes25. Partly due to rising costs and the level of maturity of renewable energy technologies,
this scheme has been partly phased out. The trend towards energy-efficient buildings is equally relevant,
with high energy performance criteria for new built, albeit a still low renovation rate for existing buildings.
The supply of renewable heat via heat grids or heat pumps is also in the spotlight and is supported by the
policy, although here too there is no question of a breakthrough.
Current electricity rates are a static (single or day-night) rate at average rates of around 0.20 – 0.25 EU/kWh
for electricity and 0.05 – 0.06 EU/kWh for gas (December 2015). Real energy cost is one share of the total
rate (20-50% depending on region and energy supplier), with other shares covering distribution costs,
energy policy costs (e.g. green electricity certificates), and taxes26. Energy prices for the consumer are
currently under discussion. The possibility of new distribution grid tariffs with a capacity component are
examined, as well as alternatives to net metering (D’hulst, Delnooz, Laes, & Six, 2018).
Current market regulations don’t allow the remuneration of flexible energy use (e.g. via dynamic pricing) for
residential users. The recent EU proposal ‘Clean Energy for All Europeans’ (the ‘winter package’) does
provides guidelines in that direction, and it can be expected that regulation will be modified over the course
of the coming years.
The smart meter roll-out has only very recently been set in motion in Flanders, and also in the Brussels and
Walloon regions, the implementation of smart metering is considered. With mostly conventional electricity
metering in place, injecting PV power back into the grid is effectively done at the same price as taking
electricity from the grid (‘net metering’), although with digital meters in place users can already opt for an
alternative tariff for distribution costs27. New players such as aggregators and Energy Service Companies
(ESCOs) that offer services for the marketing of end-user flexibility have entered the market in recent years.
New energy services and business models are under development and are increasingly being made
accessible to SMEs and small users.

4.2.2.6 Overview
Table 4 gives an overview of the main contextual characteristics of case studies using the initial reference
description form for the STEEP context:
Table 4: Overview of main contextual characteristics of case studies
Nordhavn (DK)

Smartdorf (AU)

Research campus
(DE)

Social aspects
S1 Users
Households (single / Households (single / Employees
and
multi-family), SMEs, multi-family)
and students
tertiary
sector SMEs
buildings
S2 Socio-demographics
High income and
Culturally
Higher education
education level,
homogeneous, low
segments (students,
relatively young
employment
employees)
population (high 2039 yr segment) and
population growth in
Copenhagen area
S3 Dominant views and attitudes towards smart energy technology
Positive attitude,
Positive attitude
Strongly aware,
strong
generally a positive

Collectopia (FR)

National scale (BE
- Flanders)

Households (single /
multi-family), SMEs,
tertiairy
sector
buildings

Energy
demand
sectors:
industry,
buildings, transport.

Low-employment,
emigration of young
people (25-39 yrs)

High population
density, aging
population, minor
population growth

Not monitored

Significant
segments (~30% of

25

https://www.energiesparen.be/groene-energie-en-wkk/wetgeving accessed October 2019
https://www.creg.be/nl/consumenten/prijzen-en-tarieven/hoe-de-energieprijs-opgebouwd accessed October 2019
27
https://www.vlaanderen.be/bouwen-wonen-en-energie/zelf-energie-produceren/zonnepanelen-en-zonneboilers/dedigitale-energiemeter accessed October 2019
26
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environmental
awareness

Nordhavn (DK)

attitude, varying
willingness to accept
comfort loss

Smartdorf (AU)

Research campus
(DE)

the population) with
positive attitudes
and high
environmental
awareness
Collectopia (FR)

Technological aspects
T1 Renewable energy mix in the context of the SC (e.g. national or regional scale)
T1.1 Share of renewable energy sources28
36% of final energy
33% of final energy
15% of final energy
16% share of
use, mainly from
use, mainly from
use, mainly from
renewable energy,
wind and biomass
hydro and biomass
biomass, PV and
mainly hydro and
wind
wind
T1.2 Level of implementation of DHC29
High (63% of
Medium
Emerging (12% of
Emerging (7% of
citizens served by
(24% of citizens
citizens served by
citizens served by
DH), in large cities
served by DH)
DH)
DH)
close to 100%
connection
T2 Other
Nuclear phase out
High share of
planned by 2025
nuclear electricity
(~78%), phase out
politically debated
Nordhavn (DK)

Smartdorf (AU)

Environmental aspects
Env1. Local availability of energy sources
High off-shore wind
High potential for
potential locally.
biomass,
Sea water for
hydropower, wind
cooling
and solar power.
Geothermal
potential regionally
dependent.
Env2. Climate conditions30
Temperate Western
Central European
European climate
climate (Humid
(Oceanic climate continental climate,
Cfb)
Dfb)
Nordhavn (DK)

Smartdorf (AU)

Economic aspects
Eco1. Market players
TSO: energinet.dk
TSO: APG
DSO: Radius
Multiple DSOs
Heating
utility Regulator: E-control
Copenhagen:
HOFOR
Coordination of heat
production:
varmelast.dk
Eco2. Energy tariffs
Eco2.1. Electricity tariff

National scale (BE Flanders)

9% of final energy
use, mainly from
biomass, PV and
wind
Emerging

High share of
nuclear electricity
(55%), phase out
planned 2025

Research campus
(DE)

Collectopia (FR)

National scale (BE Flanders)

Low wind potential
locally.
Possibly geothermal
potential (currently
under assessment)

Local presence of
an aquifer for heat
storage

Significant potential
for onshore and offshore wind, and
solar PV, subject to
various limitations
(land availability,
grid connection,
rooftop area)

Temperate Western
European climate
(Oceanic climate Cfb)

Temperate Western
European climate
(Oceanic climate Cfb)

Temperate Western
European climate
(Oceanic climate Cfb)

Research campus
(DE)

Collectopia (FR)

National scale (BE Flanders)

Relatively
autonomous
operation

TSO: RTE
DSO: Enedis
Regulator: CRE

TSO: Elia
DSO: Fluvius
Regulators: CREG
(Belgium),
VREG
(Flanders), CWaPE
(Walonia), BRUGEL
(Brussels)

28

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Renewable_energy_statistics
http://www.euroheat.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/2015-Country-by-country-Statistics-Overview.pdf
30
http://koeppen-geiger.vu-wien.ac.at/present.htm
29
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0.27 - 0.40 €/kWh

~ 0.22 €/kWh

~2/3 taxes and fees

~1/3 production,
distribution and tax

~0.18 €/kWh

~ 0.15 €/kWh

0.20 - 0.25 €/kWh

~1/3 production,
distribution and tax

80%-50%
distribution costs,
taxes, fees

-

0.05 – 0.09 €/kWh

0.05 – 0.06 €/kWh

-

-

Heat prices coupled
to gas prices to
ensure
customers
will not pay more for
DH than for regular
gas heating.

Aggregated
metering of thermal
and electrical
energy consumption
of buildings
(ENerGO+)

Smart meter roll-out
recently set in
motion

Smart meter roll-out
recently set in
motion (Flanders
only). Currently netmetering

Research campus
(DE)

Collectopia (FR)

National scale (BE Flanders)

Strong RES policy in
the context of the
Energiewende

In line with EU
emission targets

In line with EU
emission targets

Energy policy based
on EE and RE
generation

RES policy focus on
wind, solar,
renewable heat

Reduction of nuclear
share politically
debated

Complex policy
setting (regional /
federal).

Feed-in tariff and
‘complementary
remuneration’

Green certificate
scheme (phased
out)

Eco2.2. Gas tariff
Regulation in place ~ 0.07 €/kWh
(obliged
DH
connection)
to
ensure oil and gas
are not competitive
w.r.t. DH
Eco2.3. Heat tariff (if applicable)
0.089 €/kWh
-

Eco3. Market regulation and metering
Smart meter rollout
Smart meter roll-out
ongoing (final 2018
well advanced.
in CPH area)
Current market
National database regulations do not
("Data
hub")
to allow the
support competition
remuneration of
flexible energy use
(e.g. via dynamic
pricing)

Nordhavn (DK)

Smartdorf (AU)

Political aspects
P1. Main policy vision
Front runner in EU
In line with EU
(current target 50%
emission targets
RES by 2030)
Energy policy based
Ambitious CPH2025 on EE and RE
climate plan
generation (hydro,
wind, biomass, PV
Security of supply
through DHC, smart
grids, diversification
of supply etc

On-site production
machines and
batteries equipped
with smart meters

Increasing R&D
efforts for
technology-driven
solutions in the field
of flexible pro/consumers.

P2. Incentives for renewable energy and storage
Zoning regulation
Feed-in tariff
Feed-in tariff for
(‘low energy
small scale
Various incentive
districts’) with
renewable
schemes, e.g. for
associated building
generation
battery
storage,
PV,
codes (i.e. BR2020)
heat pumps and
making RE
EVs
generation most
cost-efficient
P3. Regulation free zones
-

-

Various incentives
e.g. on heat pumps
and solar heating

-

yes
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4.2.3 Opportunities and barriers from the interviews
Rather than in-depth analysis of each individual case, the interviews provided a broad view on opportunities,
barriers, and enablers for upscaling across the different cases considered. For the Nordhavn case, both
respondents saw an important role of multi-energy technologies in the future urban energy system, in
particular to achieve CO2 neutrality of district heating. In that vision, a significant share of heat pumps is
envisioned, with multi-energy enhancing flexibility and system integration. In that context a number of
barriers on the technological, economic, and regulatory aspects were discussed. The case study of
Smartdorf (representing the village of Köstendorf) was relatively strong on user engagement and
considered a success on various accounts. The project-supported tranche of PV installation led to a
sustained growth of PV capacity in the village beyond the project scope 31. Residents particularly developed
positive attitudes towards using electrical cars that were offered at very attractive prices32. In that context,
opportunities concerning social aspects, but equally barriers for example on economic viability were
highlighted. The Research campus, on the contrary, is a rather technology oriented experimental setting,
with relatively large autonomy to operate the grid on campus. The respondent provided a critical perspective
to a decentralised ‘all-electric’ society due to unrealistic levels of renewable electricity production needed.
For example, on the campus scale this is not feasible with limited wind resources and PV. Rather the
ambition would be to find an optimal mode of operation for decentralized and centralized RE technologies
(like biogas- or syngas-based gas turbines) with grid stability as a main technological and market challenge.
The interviews related to the Collectopia case revolved around ecological building solutions and the
collective use of underground heat sources. A number of issues specific to a rural and relatively weak
economic setting in Northern France (in our case the city of Fourmies) have been highlighted. The
National scale case focussing on the topic of multi-energy in neighbourhoods highlighted a diversity of
factors across the STEEP domains.
Tables 5 and 6 provide an overview of opportunities and barriers for the different cases considered (see
Appendix D for details). Despite main differences in the contexts and multi-energy innovations considered,
there are a number of interesting similarities across cases.






Considering social factors, multiple cases highlight generally positive user attitudes towards
multi-energy and flexible energy use, for example based on positive previous experiences
(Smartdorf) or shared environmental values (Collectopia). At the same time, a lack of awareness
is considered a barrier. For example, lack of energy awareness among users can lead to nonoptimal usage of energy technology (Nordhavn). Lack of energy awareness among professionals
is equally relevant, as they are often unaware of the benefits of innovative energy technologies
and building solutions (Collectopia, Belgium). Another shared barrier is the difficulty of organizing
collective ownership of energy management, both for citizens (Smartdorf) and companies on
small-scale industrial sites (Belgium).
Considering technological factors, multiple cases highlight the need for energy demand
flexibility resulting from the increasing penetration of variable renewable energy as a main driver
for multi-energy solutions. Also, the high TRL level of individual technologies – and in some
cases (Collectopia) their cost-effectiveness - is generally considered an opportunity. Yet, system
integration of ICT and various energy technologies remains a challenge to resolve. Features of
this challenge include energy system stability (Research campus), smart and flexible
management of multi-energy flows (Collectopia), the development of appropriate control
algorithms and planning tools, and clarity on technological standards (Belgium).
Environmental factors mainly cover resource availability. For example, the ongoing exploitation
of local heat sources (Collectopia) is considered an opportunity. From a different angle, the lack
of domestic availability of biomass (Nordhavn) can be considered an opportunity for multi-energy,
as it weakens the position of centralized biomass technologies as competitors of decentralized
multi-energy. Also, the rise of data centres as providers of heat (Nordhavn) can be considered a
similar type of opportunity originating from the Technological domain. Common environmental
barriers generally refer to the lack of relevant energy sources. The problem of finding sufficient,

31

Before project ca. 100KWp of PV installed, in the project an additional 180KWp, since then growth to 2.000
KWp in the community
32
Residents also developed a positive attitude towards individual autonomy by means of the electrical storage
operating automatically in the background. This provides an interesting paradox, since this implies a high
independence from the local utility that itself has initiated the project.
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close by natural heat sources in high density urban areas is one (Nordhavn, Collectopia). Also,
the tendency of localizing industry away from urban centres (Belgium) implies a limitation of (in
this case industrial, high temperature) heat sources.
Considering economic factors, respondents typically highlight currently economically viable
technologies as opportunities in specific cases, e.g. for ecological building solutions (Collectopia)
and for aggregating residential electricity use flexibility (Belgium). Interestingly, the impact of
multi-energy innovation on (re) vitalising local economies was considered an additional
opportunity seemingly mostly in rural areas (Collectopia, Smartdorf), a feature that should be
considered in the overall business case for multi-energy innovation. Main economic barriers
relate to the economic viability of multi-energy solutions, whether in relation to biomass
applications (Nordhavn) or gas (Belgium). The dependency of current pilots on subsidies
(Smartdorf) and the general barrier of higher upfront investment (Collectopia) illustrate the same
point. Also challenges for opening-up new types of multi commodity and flexibility markets
(Nordhavn, Research campus) were considered main barriers ahead.
Considering political factors, multiple cases report a currently positive overall policy context for
renewable and multi-energy (Nordhavn, Collectopia), including significant efforts on R&D via
research funding (Research campus, Smartdorf) or RIZs (Belgium). Things are ‘moving’ on the
regulatory side, whether a electricity tax reduction (Nordhavn), allowing one electricity entry point
for multi-appartment buildings (Smartdorf), Obligatory local heat plans (Collectopia), or new
regulatory framework for district heating (Belgium). Yet, main barriers remain, such as restrictions
to direct local multi-energy exchanges mentioned for Nordhavn and Belgium. A somewhat
counterintuitive barrier is provided by incentives and target setting for RE (Collectopia,
Nordhavn), stimulating biomass-based centralized technology over local multi-energy solutions.

4.2.4 Main differences across national contexts
When considering the national level contexts, one first observes a number of similarities across cases.
Technology development factors, for example, are rather independent of national context as they originate
from global markets. Climate conditions may vary across Europe, however, the cases considered in
SmILES fall in similar climate zones and are thus of lesser importance. Energy markets are equally similar,
as they are organized at a supra-national, and more and more European level. The level and mix of RE
does vary across national contexts. Although this can be expected to be a relevant difference in terms of
driving flexible energy use, this difference can be expected to be of lesser and lesser importance as the EU
market further integrates.
There remain, however, important differences across national contexts. A major one is the dominant
incumbent infrastructure for heating. This varies between fossil-fuel based individual boilers, individually
based electrical heating based on traditionally low electricity prices, to well-developed DH infrastructures,
and different combinations of those. An interesting point of reflection is the value of well-developed DH
grids as an asset for upscaling. On the one hand, they are considered useful as the existing DH network is
in principle suitable for low temperature operation (when the overall heat load is not too high), but on the
other hand legacy investments in DH are equally considered a barrier as this implies they are optimized for
3rd rather than 4th generation DH.
Other main differentiating factors lie on the political side and regulatory side. For example, differences in
regulations on electricity taxation and distribution rates may alter the business cases for multi-energy
solutions across national contexts. Also, particular economic incentives in place - ranging from VAT
reductions on RE DH, to feed-in tariffs, to financial incentives on technologies etc. - may significantly alter
the business case. On a higher level of abstraction, one can distinguish two main rationale: besides the
economic rationale of financially incentivizing renewable technologies, one also observes the normative
rationale mainly through increasingly strict building codes. In the latter, the regulatory framework sets the
framework within which the market ‘finds’ the most appropriate solutions. Finally, although all countries are
bound to EU emission targets, target setting and incentives for emission reductions significantly varies
across national contexts which may impact the speed of uptake of multi-energy technologies, and the type
of renewable energy options favoured.
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Table 5: Main opportunities across case studies
Nordhavn (DK)

Smartdorf (AU)

Research campus
(DE)

Collectopia (FR)

National scale (BE
- Flanders)

Strong collective
sentiment for
renewable solutions

Positive attitudes
towards flexible
energy use among
users

Opportunities
Social
Positive previous
experiences
Effective user
engagement

Synergy between
municipal
government
and
citizens initiatives

Existing local energy
initiatives
Strong community
feelings
Technical
High uptake of VRE
Further
electrification of
transport and
heating
Energy efficient
new built housing

High uptake of RE
Technological means
to enhance local
consumption

Inexpensive
ecological building
solutions

Well-developed
individual
technologies
(challenge remains
integration)

Ongoing
exploitation of local
heat resources

High building
density
Already positive
business cases for
aggregating
residential flexibility
provided high
volumes

EV technology for the
city car segment

Rise of data
centres as sources
of residual heat
Existing DH
network suitable for
LT operation
Environmental
Lack of domestic
biomass
Economic
Positive view
among DSO on
their role

Political
Favourable policy
setting in general
Recent electricity
tax reduction

Benefits to the local
economy
(‘energy
tourism’)

DSOs tend to see
an opportunity to
adopt a more active
role

Attractive pay-back
times

Strong political
commitment at the
local level

Strong policy push
and RE innovation

Favourable policy
context for
renewable and
electricity-based
heating

Established innovation
policy tradition
Regulatory change,
e.g. one entry point for
multi-apartment
buildings
Utilities partly not
‘unbundled’ allowing
more experimentation

Revitalising local
economies as a
main driver

Reduced VAT for
renewable energy
district heating
Obligatory local
heat plans
Energy efficiency
building codes

Match with key
political priorities
(low carbon, energy
independence)
Regulatory
framework for DH
already well
developed
Sustainability
measure for realestate development
in some cities
Installation of RIZs
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Table 6: Main barriers across case studies
Nordhavn (DK)
Barriers
Social
Lack of energy
awareness
Inadequate
operation of
temperature
technologies

low-

Technical
Legacy investments
in extensive and
optimized 3rd
generation DHN
Limited overall
capacity.
Development of
large scale HPs
with natural
refrigerants

Smartdorf (AU)

Research campus
(DE)

Challenges
for
upscaling
social
practices
and
ownership structures

High cost and yet
insufficient capabilities
of battery storage and
electrical car
technologies
Lack of trust towards
those technologies

System integration
(ICT, technological
solutions)
Energy system
stability, f.e. for a
high penetration of
EVs

Lack of viable
business models:
Current pilots
dependent on
subsidies.

Opening up
flexibility markets

Electricity taxation
Access
data
issues

right and
protection

Limited awareness
of multi-energy
concepts

Challenge of smart
and flexible
management of
multi-energy
systems

Technology
integration (control
algorithms,
planning tools)

Proximity to heat
resources in dense
urban areas

Tendency
of
localizing industry
away from urban
centres

Higher upfront
investment (for
existing buildings)

Difficult business
case due to
currently low gas
price

Dominant economic
paradigm valuing
short- over longterm costs and
benefits

Interpretation of
dynamic heat
prices

Restrictions to
direct local multienergy exchanges

Lack of knowledge
and
knowledge
transfer
among
architects and other
professionals.

Establishing multienergy cooperation
on
small
scale
industrial sites

Lack of clarity
about technological
standards

No direct technology
transfer to large
scale industry

Establishing multicommodity markets

Lack
of
standardized
solutions
for
ventilation and low
temperature DH
Political
Lock-in to biomass
due to the
ambitious 2025
carbon neutral
target formulated in
the Copenhagen
climate plan

National scale (BE
- Flanders)

Limited renewable
electricity availability

Environmental
Finding resources
to operate large
scale HPs
Economic
Difficult business
case for heat
pumps in
comparison with
biofuel applications

Collectopia (FR)

Regulatory barriers
like DSOs not allowed
to run their own
storage.

Regulatory barriers
like double taxation
on battery stored
electricity

Lack of procedures
for using
underground heat
Regulations illadapted to
innovative solutions
(e.g. air quality,
eligibility for
support)

Lack of experience
in financial risk
assessment
Evolving role of
network operation

Policy uncertainties
(smart meter rollout, distribution rate
reform)
Regulatory
restrictions (e.g. on
LEC operation and
residential
flexibility)

Incentives for
renewable DHC
favouring biomass
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Finally, we highlight the evolving role of energy distribution as a main difference across national contexts.
Considering, for example, the role of DSOs, interview results suggests that in some case DSO are generally
positive towards the change to more decentralized energy as an opportunity to adopt a more active role. In
other cases, there appears resistance resulting from concerns about the business model of system
operation and the (re)distribution of related responsibilities. Another feature may be the level of unbundling,
where the Austrian case shows that allowing utilities to be partly not ‘unbundled’ allows more
experimentation and hence potentially faster upscaling. To further shed light on the role of energy
distribution across national context, further in-depth analysis would be required.

4.2.5 Main differences across local contexts
When considering differences across local contexts, different types of influential factors emerge. For
example, social contexts are strongly different when comparing a research campus or an innovative urban
area with generally young, high income, technology aware users, to rural areas with a much more diverse
public. Whereas one would expect high technology awareness to be beneficial for upscaling, interview
results also suggest that community feelings are stronger in rural then in highly urbanized areas, working
in the advantage of multi-energy uptake. An economic factor of relevance is the state of local economy
development. The results indicate that, for regions in economic decline, economic revitalization may be a
driver for investment that would be lacking in economic growth areas. Furthermore, environmental factors
like the proximity of environmental resources (heat, wind) are of relevance for the viability of local multienergy networks and may differ from location to location.
In sum, results illustrate the importance of distinguishing between urban and rural regions when considering
upscaling strategies. From a techno-economic perspective, high urban density in urban regions is generally
considered a pro for upscaling. However, from a social and environmental perspective, rural regions may
have other assets like sufficient low temperature heat sources and strong community feelings. Such
contextual differences would enable different types of multi-energy solutions to be viable for upscaling.

4.2.6 Enablers for upscaling
Finally, we reflect on the upscaling enablers that were mentioned by our respondents (Table 7 – see
Appendix D for details). On the one hand, one can distinguish first common factors of relevance across
multi-energy solutions and contexts (mentioned for at least two cases). These include time and spatially
differentiated energy pricing, awareness raising, technological development e.g. for energy storage and
EVs, adopting energy service business models taking into account a broad range of benefits, further
developing demonstration projects, and the further relaxation of regulations to better allow multi-energy
exchanges. On the other hand, a variety of factors are specific to the context and multi-energy solution at
hand, and the specific viewpoint of the respondent. Examples are the better coordination between city
renovation and low temperature district heating (Nordhavn), Installation of RIZs (Smartdorf), technological
solutions to provide grid stability (Research campus), collective approaches for heat reservoir exploitation
(Collectopia), and rolling-out multi-energy services in new built areas as a default option (Belgium).
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Table 7: Main barriers across case studies
Nordhavn (DK)
Enablers
Dynamic heat
pricing, on hourly
basis
Defining
intermediary actor
roles to set up and
coordinate electricity
and heating systems
in households
Better coordination
between city
renovation and low
temperature district
heating
Acknowledge strong
differences between
urban and rural
areas for upscaling
strategies

Smartdorf (AU)

Research campus
(DE)

Collectopia (FR)

National scale (BE)

Communication,
education,
awareness raising
inc. user
engagement

Higher CO2 prices to
stimulate the
production of
renewables

Communication,
education,
awareness raising

New types of
electricity rates,
allowing for dynamic
pricing and capacitybased distribution
tariffs

Public funding, and
political goal setting
on local, regional
and national level
Further relaxation of
regulations to
enable smart energy
technologies and
services like peerto-peer electricity
trading
Improve capabilities
of electric vehicles
and batteries, also
to enhance trust
Adopt business
models taking into
account benefits for
local economies
Installation of RIZs
to allow for
replication across
EU countries

Adopt dynamic
tariffs to leverage
flexibility
Adopt differentiated
tariffs across
regions via regional
or nodal pricing
Further develop
technological
solutions to provide
grid stability
Further develop
energy storage
technologies inc.
power to molecules

Develop collective
approaches for heat
reservoir
exploitation
Highlight the
redistributive nature
of collective
approaches to
appeal to the lowincome population
Adopt energy as a
service approaches,
with public-private
partnership in
investment, and
commercial service
provision (operation,
maintenance) on a
competitive basis

Price reductions for
battery energy
storage
Further
electrification of
heating and
domestic hot water
use
Demonstration
projects, and ‘living
labs’
Developing the
concept of ‘energy
as a service’ via
lease contracts

Demonstration
projects for
residential and
industrial cases

An initial roll-out of
multi-energy
services in new built
areas as a default
option’

Evolution of
environmental
norms to create
competitive
advantage for
innovative ecofriendly technologies

Cooperate with the
social housing
sector for rolling out
smart microgrids in
existing
neighbourhoods
Develop regulation
for direct multienergy exchanges
in business areas

4.3 Final reference description form for the STEEP context
Insights from the application of the simple STEEP format and interviews result in a number of concrete
aspects to consider when describing a context from the perspective of upscaling potential. These aspects
have been added to the STEEP format in Table 8 as further clarification of the type of information to
provide. We note that the list of aspects is not considered a blueprint for context descriptions. Depending
on the context at hand, some aspects may be more or less relevant, and additional key aspects may
enter the analysis. Rather than a complete list, Table 8 can be considered as a pool of relevant factors to
consider for envisioning upscaling of multi-energy applications in a European context.
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Table 8: Final reference description form for the STEEP context

Social aspects
S1. Users
User description
Which level of participation is expected from end-users with respect to the interaction with the
technologies?
S2. Socio-demographics
Typical household composition, set of socioeconomic descriptors (income, age, education, if statistics
are available)
Energy poverty; part of the available household income that goes to pay the energy bill
General wealth of the area as an indicator of capacity to invest in projects
Urban density
S3. Predominant views and attitudes towards smart energy technology
Dominant attitudes towards the environmental values, climate change, and energy
Dominant attitudes towards technology and innovation
Political affiliation
Sensitivity towards financial incentives and energy bill reduction
Abilities for using innovative technology
Trust towards energy technologies like batteries and EVs
Level of multi-energy awareness among users
Level of multi-energy awareness among professionals
S4. Other
Social cohesion level (close-bound community or more loose-type association)
Positive (or negative) previous experiences with smart energy technology
Effective user engagement processes in place
Existing local energy initiatives
Synergy between municipal government and citizens initiatives
Technological aspects
T1. Energy mix in the context of the SC (e.g. national or local scale)
General overview of the energy mix
Penetration of variable renewable energy sources
Energy balance and reserve margins (adequacy items),
Stability issues and grid congestion
Development of DHC
T2. Other
Energy efficiency level of housing
Availability of local heat sources from energy demands (e.g. data centres)
Electrification level of transport and heat
Legacy systems and stranded costs associated to these
Issues related to technological standards
Environmental aspects
Env1. Local availability of energy sources
Local wind potential
Proximity to heat sources (see, river, underground)
Presence of natural storages (geological reservoirs, acquifers)
Env2. Climate conditions
Main climatic zone following e.g. http://koeppen-geiger.vu-wien.ac.at/present.htm
Env3. Other
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A. Economic aspects
Eco1. Market players
General description of main market players (inc. regulated entities): network operators, utilities,
regulators
Entry of new market players (e.g. aggregators, ESCOs, financing bodies)
Role of the TSO, DSO (barrier or facilitator)
Eco2. Energy prices and tariffs (electricity, gas, heat)
Affordability of overall price level
Tariffs for different energy vectors (electricity, gas, heat)
Level of taxes and regulated parts
Dynamic pricing policy
Locational signals (Nodal/Regional)
Eco3. Market regulation and metering
Level of regulation and unbundling
Degree of implementation of the EU Legislation in force (e.g. Clean Energy Package)
Digital metering practices
Regulation on data usage
Eco4. Other
(Successful) energy as a service models in place

Political aspects
P1. Main policy vision
GHG emission targets
Nuclear phase out (if applicable)
Presence of a clear long-term energy strategy
Presence of a long-term innovation strategy
Perception of multi-energy systems/renewable energy communities by decision-makers
P2. Incentives for renewable energy and storage
Specifics on support to energy efficiency and renewables (e.g. feed-in tariffs, green certificates)
Environmental norms affecting compliance of non-renewable technologies (e.g. zoning regulation, air
quality)
Special taxation or incentive policies for specific RE technologies
Impact of local policies (non-national)
P3. Regulation (free zones)
Main regulatory restrictions for local multi-energy exchanges
Policy vision on setting up demonstration projects
Possibility of ‘regulatory free zones’ to develop innovation demonstrator pilots
P4. Other
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5

Conclusion

In this deliverable we presented the final reference description forms for system configurations and the
STEEP context. The final reference description forms update the previous ones based on two main inputs.
The first input was the feedback obtained from WP5 in which the reference description form for system
configurations was used as part of the cross-simulation process. Based on this feedback, the form was
updated with more explanations and examples to help users being clearer and more precise when filling it
in. The second input entailed interviews with national project representatives indicating which features of
the STEEP context are relevant from the perspective of upscaling. These features have been added to the
final reference description form for the STEEP context as further clarification of the type of information to
provide.
The SC reference form is to be used as part of the PreCISE methodology described in deliverable 4.3 to
accurately describe system configurations, alongside other simulation aspects like use cases, test cases,
component models etc. The description format of the STEEP context is a structured format – not a
blueprint – for describing the relevant contextual elements of local multi-energy networks influencing
upscaling potentials. It constitutes a pool of relevant factors to consider for envisioning upscaling of multienergy applications in a European context.
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Abbreviations

CHP

Combined Heat and Power

DH

District Heating

DHW

Domestic Hot Water

DSO

Distribution System Operator

ESCO

Energy Service Company

EV

Electric Vehicle

LEC

Local Energy Community

PreCISE

Preparing Concise Information for Simulation Experiments

PV

Photo Voltaic

PV/T

Photo Voltaic / Thermal

RE

Renewable Energy

RIZ

Regulatory Innovation Zone

SBD

System Breakdown

SC

System Configuration

STEEP

Social, Technological, Environmental, Economic and Political

TSO

Transmission System Operator

VRE

Variable Renewable Energy
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APPENDIX A: REFERENCE DESCRIPTION FORM FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS FROM D2.3
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APPENDIX B: REFERENCE DESCRIPTION FORM FOR STEEP CONTEXT FROM D2.2
A. General description

B. Social aspects
B.1. Users
B.2. Socio-demographics
B.3. Dominant views and attitudes towards smart energy technology

B.4. Other

C. Technological aspects
C.1. Renewable energy mix in the context of the SC (e.g. national or regional scale)
C.2. Other

D. Environmental aspects
D.1. Local availability of energy sources

D.2. Climate conditions

D.3. Other
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E. Economic aspects
E.1. Market players

E.2. Energy tariffs (electricity, gas, heat)

E.3. Market regulation and metering

E.4. Other

F. Political aspects
F.1. Main policy vision

F.2. Incentives for renewable energy and storage

F.3. Regulation free zones

F.4. Other
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Introduction
The SmILES project33 zooms in the simulation and optimisation of smart storage in local multi‐energy
systems with a focus on the energy carriers of electricity and heat. Within this context, the SmILES
upscaling task is devoted to analysing how local multi-energy innovations may upscale to a national energy
system level. This analysis will combine a quantitative analysis via techno-economic optimisation with a
qualitative analysis based on interviews.
The aim of this interview is to capture your view on social, economic, and regulatory drivers and barriers
for energy storage and multi-energy innovations, and their potential for upscaling. It is set up as a socalled semi-structured interview. This implies an open conversation with the interview guide below as a
guideline. The interview guide contains the following 3 parts:




Current innovation landscape: what are the current state of affairs, problems and opportunities?
Future thinking: what are the possible roles of storage and multi-energy innovations in the future
energy system?
Upscaling and barriers: what is needed to develop the potential of storage and multi-energy
innovation?

Part 1: The current innovation landscape
Open questions dealing with the current state of energy storage and multi-energy innovations in the regional
context at hand, and zooming in on the particular use case addressed in SmILES.
1. What are the [maximum 3] main innovations addressed in [Energy Lab 2.0] when it comes to energy
storage and multi-energy? Why are these innovations important?
2. How broadly are such innovations being set-up in [Germany] and beyond?
3. Is the development of such innovations ‘moving’ or rather ‘stalling’?
4. What are in the current context the most import opportunities for these innovations? (STEEP 34)
5. What are in the current context the most import barriers for these innovations? (STEEP2)
6. In the SmILES project, we will focus on the use cases of [energy efficiency, electrical peak shaving
in electronic production, ancillary services from power to heat]. What do you see as main
opportunities and barriers for this specific use case?
7. Do you feel an important innovation is missing in [Energy Lab 2.0]. If so, do you have an explanation
why it is missing?

33
34

https://www.ecria-smiles.eu/
Social, Technological, Economic, Ecological, Political
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Part 2: Envisioning
Explanation: We use the scenario-axis technique as a way to structure different possible visions on the
future energy system, see appendix.
Using the envisioning framework below, we will focus on the positioning of the energy storage and multienergy innovations in the future energy landscape:
8. How would you position the [Energy Lab 2.0] project on these axis? In which type of future would
it fit best? Why?
9. What do you see overall as the most desirable future image? And what as the least desirable?
Why?
10. How do you see the role of the main innovations identified above in the most desirable future energy
system? Are these important enablers for such a future system?
11. Is there also a role for these innovations in the other future images?
12. How do the innovations identified relate to other main current energy innovations. Do you see
important competitive or synergetic relations?

Figure 1: Four visions on a future low carbon energy system
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Part 3: Upscaling and barriers
Open questions on drivers, enablers and barriers (from the different STEEP domains) that will influence
the upscaling trajectories of these innovations. We zoom in on the role of regulation and business case
viability.
13. What would it take for these innovations to break through, from the perspectives of technology,
policy and regulation, markets, and consumers?
14. What do you think are the most import factors that could block such upscaling?
15. What would be a realistic target for the share of these innovations in the (desired) future energy
system? [possibly as concrete as possible, for example grid connected batteries are installed in
50% of all urban neighbourhoods]. What would it take to reach such a target?
o

Optional: What are main dependencies, i.e. what needs to be achieved first before further
developments can take place?

16. Are you familiar with the recent EU winter package? Do you consider this an important policy
development with main implications in [Germany] for the main innovations discussed? If so, are
you satisfied with the winter package?
17. How would you describe the business cases for these main innovations? Are these currently
viable? If not, what is needed to achieve viability?
o

Optional: Which regulatory developments are needed to realize a viable business case for
these innovations?

o

Optional: Which market and price developments are needed to realize a viable business
case for these innovations?

In summary:
18. What needs to be done most urgently to further develop energy storage and multi-energy
integration in [Germany]? And by whom?
19. What knowledge is still missing? Which further experiments and pilots are needed on the short and
medium term?

Part 4: Visions on a future low carbon energy system explained
There currently is a broad consensus that we need to move towards a low carbon energy system.
However, there are multiple ways such a requirement could be met. To structure our thinking about the
role of multi-energy innovations in the future energy system we have applied the scenario-axis technique.
The application is currently being developed for the case study of Flanders (Belgium), and we are
investigating it’s broader applicability to other European contexts. Using this technique, we have clustered
major uncertainties in the energy system along two main dimensions:



Centralized versus decentralized energy sources and services
Individual versus collective values

The first axis concerns decentralized versus centralized electricity generation (for example solar PV
versus wind farms), but also the use of energy storage (for example home batteries versus grid
connected batteries) or system integration (for example flexibility services based on 'demand response'
versus flexibility services provided by peak power stations.
The second axis describes the dominant value orientation among societal actors (energy users, suppliers,
retailers, system operators, governments etc.) Individual values implies, for example, a strong focus on
individual consumer empowerment, individual control, autonomy and successful lifestyles. Collective
values, on the contrary, implies a focus on common ownership, cooperatives, energy equality and
sustainable lifestyles.
These two dimensions then map four different, but equally plausible visions of the future energy system,
as illustrated in the Figure 1. The different visions can be briefly characterized as follows:
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Consumer:
 Closest resemblance to Business As Usual (but low carbon)
 Focus on centralized generation options like off-shore wind
 Gas remains a ‘transition fuel’ for relatively long time
 When technological and economically feasible, hydrogen will become relatively important
Prosumer:
 Full-scale decentralized generation
 Full-scale electrification, with a large penetration of individual heat pumps, electric vehicles and
battery storage
 Focus on individual market participation, energy autonomy
Smart neighbourhoods:
 Full-scale decentralized generation and electrification
 Coordination at neighbourhood level
 Multi-energy microgrids
 Collective organizational forms
Solidary regions:
 Focus on centralized options like onshore wind
 Regional heating networks
 Regional cooperatives
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APPENDIX D: MAIN RESULTS ON OPPORTUNITIES, BARRIERS AND ENABLERS
D.1

Nordhavn, Denmark

Specific opportunities in the current energy storage and multi-energy innovation landscape in Denmark
and Copenhagen specifically concern the following elements:
Technological:
 The high uptake of VRE requires variability management that multi-energy services can offer
 The further electrification of transport and heating, which will increase the total load available
for flexibility services
 The rise of electricity demand from data centres that will create additional sources of residual
heat
 Nordhavn buildings are according to latest building codes; thus a low district heating need,
domestic hot water (DHW) still on the same level (no main energy saving there).
 Current heating networks that can operate at lower temperatures as heating demand goes
down
Environmental:
 Lack of domestic biomass can be considered an opportunity for electrification and lowtemperature heat. Currently, much biomass is important from the Baltics, but it is unclear how
long this can be sustained.
Economic:
 Concerning the role of the DSOs, they understand that the ongoing energy landscape is
changing and that “different models will come up for compensating the DSO for the connection
and backup services”.
Political:
 Energy and climate policy in general stimulates more renewable production sites in
Copenhagen and smaller cities. Current legislation is quite favourable for large scale production
of heat pumps, foreseeing further technological developments and action from the industry.
 Recently there has been a small electricity tax reduction. The impacts on the business case
was very small, but it did send out a signal that larger changes may be expected in the future.
Several barriers are observed by our interviewees:
Social:


From one of our interviewees’ perspective, most customers are not interested and lack
knowledge on heating technologies and how to use them, using the factory settings of the
devices. This can act as a barrier, as it may result in inappropriate functioning of new
technologies, and higher energy bills than needed, taking limited advantage of low-temperature
operation.

Technical:
 Legacy investments related to the historical development of an extensive and optimized 3rd
generation DHN, which hampers innovation towards a 4th generation network. Copenhagen is
already equipped with a large refined and optimized district heating network, which obstructs
innovation. In that sense, sites that have not yet a DH network in place have an advantage in
terms of finding a positive business case (if they think carefully about what type of DHN is
needed).
 The main limitation is the total heat capacity that can be supplied over the network when
operating at low temperatures.
 Technical issues related to the refrigerants in large scale heat pumps. Change of refrigerants
from GHG into using only natural ones required under EU law was recently implemented in
Denmark. Currently, HP are limited in total power; the 5MW HP mentioned above is one of the
1st large HP for this purpose on the market. (for reference: 50 MW or even larger HPs are in
operation in Scandinavia, but these are allowed to use old refrigerants). Technological
improvement can be expected, given the current effort of large companies.
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Ecological:
 An environmental barrier is the difficulty to find the appropriate heat sources, in terms of size
and location to operate the large-scale heat pumps in a dense urban environment.
Economic:
 From an economic perspective, the right business case is challenging as mass production for
large scale HPs is lacking, and electricity taxation reduces competitiveness relative to biofuels.
Concerning the electricity price, it is “for a large part constituted by taxes on top of production
and distribution cots. Biofuel has no tax since it is considered CO2 neutral.
 There are challenges in setting up a multi-commodity market due to the different ways of
organisation (market based vs. utility based). the electricity and heat sector, they are organized
very differently. Electricity “is more market based, with the possibility for users to choose a
retailer etc. With heat there is a monopoly by the heat operator that also runs some
production35. Both sectors are difficult to match. A heat pump that draws its electricity from a
competitive market must compete with a heat supply set up in a planner economic way. This a
main learning of the project”.
 The heat price is difficult to interpret on an hourly basis since “the energy was produced 5-7
hours earlier”, which would hamper the implementation of dynamic heat pricing.
The market currently fails to provide harmonization between low-temperature heating and
ventilation installations, resulting in a lack of coordination between them, which can be a hurdle
concerning the optimum use of energy.
Political:
 The current climate plan foresees biomass as the dominant option to follow to fulfil the 2025
carbon neutral targets in Copenhagen, preventing the development of solutions based on
electricity to heat. Another hurdle are the sustainability issues. One interviewee underlines that
“Currently, much biomass is imported from the Baltics. Many questions exist about how long
this can be sustained.”
 Electricity taxation is a barrier. “Overall, regulations originated from a previous reality and are
embedder in law and practice, even if rather irrational. F.e. Danish electricity taxes are high
because production used to rely on expensive coal from abroad. A dependency has emerged
for the state budget, and therefore these are difficult to change.
 Also, legislations of the current heat market design prevent certain economic behaviours. For
example, “a supermarket with residual heat is not allowed to sell this directly to a building next
door”.
 Access right and data protection causes delays in data transfer. Related to the EU GDPR 36,
there is a concern among grid operators of breaching that regulation. Access right and data
protection issues hamper both research, as well as the development of applications that require
real-time data.
To enable upscaling of the multi-energy solutions considered, main factors would include:
 Dynamic heat pricing, on hourly basis, shows some advantages and might incentivize
renovation as heat prices in the winter will be higher, and speed up the development of low
temperature district heating.
 The development of intermediaries, in setting up the different electricity and heating systems
in households for example is a human opportunity, not only because it creates a new human
role to be filled in society, but also because it would enable the good coordination functioning
of overlapping and complementary systems, for a better optimization of the system, in order to
achieve CO2 neutrality at reasonable costs, and energy savings.
 Better coordination between city renovation to make possible the operation of low temperature
of district heating (e.g. the district heating utility has over twenty areas of heat exchange that
could be coordinated with city renovation), which could act as a barrier if not coordinated
properly to reflect the low temperature system in the heating network.
Finally, for upscaling district heating solutions the strong difference between urban and rural area is
acknowledged. There are grey zones with weak DH due to low density demand and high heat losses and
favourable solutions for heat pumps. Some real competition and loss for DH may emerge in those cases.
DH is a city infrastructure. It has to develop so that consumers automatically connect to it.
35

According to IEA 2017: `The district heating market is more regulated than the electricity and gas markets,
through a non-profit regulatory framework. Denmark is planning to change this framework into a system based on
revenue regulation‘.
36
https://www.eugdpr.org/
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D.2

Smartdorf, Austria

Main contributing success factors in the current energy storage and multi-energy innovation landscape
that emerged from the interviews were the following:
Social:





Residents already had (and maintained) a positive attitude towards the smart technologies
installed from previous experiences.
Effective engagement of residents and local installers contributed to user satisfaction
An existing local energy initiative (E5 team 37) supporting residents with the development of
renewable energy in the community
Community feelings: Residents’ appreciation to deliver power for heat and hot water for the
community and community facilities (senior residents home, local DH network, etc.)

Technical:
 High penetration of RES requiring more local consumption of decentralized RES to avoid grid
improvements. With intelligent transformers acting as central conductor it is possible in
increase PV penetration without grid improvements.
 Smaller electrical cars for the city (40-50km/day) already technically adequate
Economic:
 The project provided benefits to the local economy (‘energy tourism’)
Political:
 Strong political commitment at the local level
 An established innovation policy tradition. Indeed, Austria has a long tradition in the durable
and coordinated research technology and innovation policy, propelled during the energy crisis
of the 70s and 80s. It is an opportunity as it provides the fertile ground to perform research
such as voltage regulation for grid stabilization, and test technologies like PV, EV, software for
energy management, biomass fed CHP, liquifying biogas and district heating in demonstration
sites and research projects. As a result, the research community is organized and networked
uniquely (among policy-makers, energy agencies, municipalities and utilities), benefitting from
bottom-up initiatives from cities and E538 municipalities which are committed to climate, using
the opportunity to implement the climate goals through research pilots.
 Regulatory developments are ongoing, such as the recent changes allowing one entry point for
multi-apartment buildings.
 Presence of utilities (‘Stadtwerke’) who do not have to unbundle their activities below a certain
number of connections (e.g. below 10 000 according to EU law). It is perceived as an
opportunity by our interviewees as it enables more experimentation (e.g. operating heat storage
for excess electricity). However, the downside of this mechanism is that it has unequal
application across the country (e.g. Vienna) and EU countries (e.g. The Netherlands, Germany
and France).
Although the pilot project itself did not experience significant barriers, several conditions and potential
barriers for upscaling were identified:
Social:


Social practices are still challenging to upscale (e.g. implementation of the ownership structures
by citizens).
Technological:
 Improved battery storage and electrical cars: this entails developing batteries with longer life
times and lower costs, as well as enhancing trust towards storage technologies. Break-through
of EVs requires reduction of the upfront costs, although smaller electrical city cars may already
have the potential to break through.
Economic:
 Viable business models: The current project was strongly subsidy-based. In Köstendorf the
economic viability of roll-out of the controllable transformer was evaluated negatively as

37
38

http://www.koestendorf.at/Leben_in_Koestendorf/e5_Energie-Umwelt-Klima
https://www.klimaaktiv.at/english/savingenergy/efficient_businesses.html#
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maintenance costs are too high. The long-term establishment of technologies requires them to
be market-competitive which requires a business model with different types of beneficiaries.
Political:


Regulatory barriers apply (e.g. regarding DSOs are no allowed to run their own storage.)

To enable upscaling of the multi-energy solutions considered, main factors would include:








D.3

Communication and education of the public (awareness raising): The involvement of and
participation by residents is essential.
Public funding, and political goal setting on local, regional and national level
Further relaxation of regulations may be important to enable certain smart energy technologies
and services. To a large extent this has happened in Austria, but further relaxation may be
needed to allow additional services, like peer-to-peer electricity trading.
Technology development to enhance capabilities of electric vehicles and batteries, also to
enhance trust by the people towards storage technologies.
A business model with different kind of beneficiaries. For example, smart energy investment
allows municipalities like Köstendorf to becomes more attractive, attracting people in your
municipality, increasing land value, indirectly implying higher tax revenue, which also transfers
to residents not using smart energy technology.
Installation of Regulatory Innovation Zones (RIZs) to allow for replication across EU countries,
as contexts differ in terms of ownership structures, habits, social practice and other institutional
aspects that may hamper replication.

Research campus, Germany

Identified opportunities in the current energy storage and multi-energy innovation landscape concern the
following elements:
Technological:
 For small industry, transfer of technologies tested at the research campus could be realistic for
2020-30. Industrial areas then would need PV and batteries, and the integration of gas and
electrical power.
Economic:
 From the energy sector actors side, the DSOs have generally a positive attitude towards more
decentralization and perceive them as an opportunity to “change role from ‘purely’ distributor
to a more active role”.
Political:
 Strong policy push and RE innovation environment enables the conduction of several research
projects (e.g. Helmoltz innitiatives ES2025 and Energy System Integration, Kopernikus
projects, Schaufenster projects) 39
Several barriers and challenges can be observed:
Technical:
 Combining different energy technologies (e.g. centralized and decentralized) in an energy
system with energy informatics in an optimal way can be challenging; “bringing elements
together is (a) challenge”.
 Maintaining grid stability is a key challenge, for example related to a broad uptake of EV.
 The work on smart industry campuses is not directly transferable to large industries.
 Under a high electrification scenario operating, for example, low temperature heat networks
combined with heat pumps, it is unclear how to generate sufficient renewable electricity.
Economic:
 Financing demonstrators like the research campus can be challenging.
 Opening-up flexibility markets is yet another challenge.
Political:
 Regulatory barriers apply, like double taxation on battery stored electricity.
39

See https://www.helmholtz.de/en/research/energy/energy_system_2050/ ; https://www.kopernikusprojekte.de/en/home ; https://www.sinteg.de/
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To enable upscaling of the multi-energy solutions considered, main factors would include:
 To make solutions developed at the research campus to be economically viable, CO 2 prices
must go up to stimulate the production of renewables.
 Dynamic rates are needed to leverage flexibility. This will be an incentive for factory owners to
look for – or invest in – the flexibility they have, for example through storage.
 Also differentiated tariffs across regions – i.e. between the North and South –of Germany is
needed via regional or nodal pricing.
 Further development of technological solutions to provide grid stability (the ‘power problem’) to
enable the integration of more renewable energy production, and new loads (like EVs).
 Further develop energy storage technologies (the ‘energy problem’). For example, power-tomethane, and using methane to drive gas turbines for electricity and heat, is promising.
D.4

Collectopia, France

Opportunities in the current energy storage and multi-energy innovation landscape in France concern the
following elements:
Social:


In rural cities like Fourmier, inhabitants generally share a willingness to develop their local
economy, by promoting green initiatives. There is a strong community sentiment for renewable
solutions (solar, wind, biomass), and nuclear solutions and fossil are considered not viable for
the future.
 Synergy between municipal government and citizens initiatives. The municipality supports
green initiatives, and in parallel many meetings being organised by citizen groups on this topic.
Technological:
 For new built, solutions based on thermos-active foundations are considered only marginally
more expensive than conventional solutions.
Environmental:
 Further exploitation of heat resources like deep geothermal, a sea or river, depending on local
availability
Economic:
 From a practitioner’s perspective, “clients are positive about innovative solutions when the
benefits are well explained to them, including the pay-back time of the investment surplus of
around 5-7 years.”
 Moreover, isolated cities like Fourmies need a differentiating characteristic to revitalise their
economy. Adopting eco-friendly solutions may Improving the attractivity of villages and cities,
thereby avoiding local emigration. This in turn will benefit the local economy.
Political:
 The political context in France is quite favourable to the development of renewable energy in
district heating, with a tradition in electricity and a strong focus on the development of heat
pumps (air-to-water).
 Renewable energy district heating is promoted by the ADEME, the energy agency, which
provides financial incentives to promote the latter. In practice it translates in incentives for
district heating renovations, and low VAT rates for district heating companies deploying
renewable energies, leading to a competitive 60% renewable energy share.
 Local authorities are bound by the Energy Transition law to play a role in the heating
developments, since they have to provide a heating plan showing how climate targets will be
reached. Their efforts might however differ from one local authority to the other (from minimal
to strong implementation efforts). In the specific case of Fourmier, the initiative is supported by
the municipality.
 Current building codes making conventional heating solution not viable, enabling innovative
solutions like a combination of collective underground heat source and decentralized
approaches via individual HPs (extracting from the collective source.
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Nevertheless, such development encounters several barriers.
Social


Lack of knowledge among architects. Working with innovative solutions requires a technical
background that architects usually don’t have. Also engineering consultancies usually do not
have sufficient knowledge about such solutions. In general, lack of knowledge transfer and
training of relevant competences to professionals operate such solutions may be a barrier.

Technical:
 The smart and flexible management of the multi-energy system remains a challenge. This
includes dealing with time varying heat sources by integrating short term energy storage, dayahead planning, linking to electricity systems and optimise electricity network usage, and (in
particular for high density urban areas) taking into account decentralized heat sources from
local loads (e.g. greenhouses, retailers, butchers using refrigeration).
Environmental:
 For dense areas and multi-family buildings, the proximity to heat resources like a sea or river
may be a barrier.
Economical:
 Higher upfront investment, in particular for existing buildings when new structures like thermosactive foundations and boreholes need to be added.
 The dominant paradigm of short-term calculation techniques that tend to undervalue high
investments concepts.
Political:
 Lack of procedures and rules for ownership and invoicing of underground heat.
 Regulations are often ill-adapted to innovative solutions. For example, in ecological building
solutions additional air quality monitoring was required, while in fact performance was better
than for conventional solutions. Also, eligibility can be a problem for highly innovative solutions.
Innovative solutions first need proof of being an efficient before becoming eligible for support.
A general issue for innovation, the law should be more supportive here.
 The incentive program for renewable DHC (already mentioned under opportunities) can also
be a barrier when incentivising biomass, which has sustainability and scarcity issues itself. Yet,
biomass will probably stay in the mix, e.g. for relatively old houses.
To enable upscaling of the multi-energy solutions considered, main factors would include:
 Awareness raising, communication and education: according to the respondents, a change of
thinking towards ecological and long-term solutions is needed. Recent strikes for tax reduction
on gasoline tax illustrate that it is difficult to take into account the environment in one’s daily
life.
 It is particularly important to highlight the redistributive nature of collective use of heat
reservoirs. This approach implies redistributing financial resources and taxes to stimulate
behaviour change, rather than e.g. tax elevation only. This is particularly important for lowincome population.
 New business models are needed. Current models are based on a value chain from design,
manufacturing, installation and maintenance. With renewable solutions this model with change,
notably with a lesser focus on maintenance.
 Collective approaches for using heat reservoirs need to be worked out, perceiving underground
as a collective resource of a syndicate, and with invoicing based on individual HP usage. Local
authorities can play a role, depending on appreciation and exploitation of local long-term
benefits like attractiveness of the area, independence of energy suppliers and prices. It is
considered important to move towards an energy as a service approach, with public-private
partnership in investment, and commercial service provision (operation, maintenance) on a
competitive basis. This type of concept needs to be implemented in the terms of reference from
the start, before land is sold to individuals and project developers.
 Demonstration projects. Very important to show what is possible. “Don’t speak, act.” Also for
industrial cases, demonstrations are needed, for example factories equipped with solar PV and
natural ventilation, supplying part of the energy need of the production process.
 Evolution of norms: In the end, evolving norms on for example air quality will imply that
established technologies will no longer be good enough. This will require innovative ecofriendly technologies to ‘take over’. So, business will follow societal needs.
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D.5

National scale

Opportunities in the current energy storage and multi-energy innovation landscape concern the following
elements:
Social:


End-users generally have a positive attitude towards offering flexibility (currently via electric
water heater or heating device), provided that it is transparent what their benefits are.
Technological:
 The technologies offering multi-energy systems are already well developed (high TRL level);
the challenge is integration. Moreover, renewable electricity production and battery storage are
becoming increasingly cheaper, which will also encourage electrification in heating
applications.
Economical:
 The business case for aggregating residential flexibility is already positive (provided that
sufficient volume can be achieved).
Environment:
 High urban density of Flanders generally makes multi-energy applications more attractive.
Political:
 Energy independence is put as one political priorities in Flanders, matching the nature of multienergy solutions.
 The regulatory framework for the roll-out of heat networks is being set up and almost
completed, which would stimulate the roll out. Elements include a connection obligation for
consumers, no obligation to actually purchase heat, but a guarantee of market-conform prices
through regulation.
 Some progressive cities already apply a 'sustainability measure' when scoring proposals for
urban development projects that could accelerate innovation in this area.
 The realisation of Regulatory Innovation Zones. This is important in order to overcome two
'structural' handicaps of Flanders as an energy region. 1. Complex regulations, moving towards
models that incentivise decentralised production and local coordination of supply and demand,
while continuing to distribute the costs and benefits of the energy system correctly among all
grid users, and 2. Lack of concrete experience, i.e. using RIZs to enable experimentation in
real neighbourhoods, with real users and real circumstances, for a sufficiently long period of
time, to validate business cases and the technology.
Several barriers or challenges for multi-energy innovation can be observed:
Social:


There remains limited awareness of the possibilities for multi-energy concepts (both at the
residential and industrial level). Providing training is necessary, as well as developing a mindset
to evolve towards new models.
 The realisation of multi-energy services on industrial estates suffers from reluctance among
companies, despite initial interest. Cooperation on an industrial estate is challenging in terms
of developing trust relations, data sharing, multi-party financing of energy exchange systems,
and the fair distribution of collective benefits.
Technological:
 The integration of technologies remains a major challenge. A particular technological challenge
is the design of control algorithms to control multi-energy flows, which, compared to the control
of the centrally organized energy system, must be able to take on a much greater complexity.
Also, the operational tools to design integrated grids do not yet exist.
 Moreover, there can be a lack of clarity about technological standards, such as the roll-out of
narrow band IOT. This creates a risk that the roll-out of current technology is not 'future proof'.
Economical:
 Low gas prices. As a result, there is an inherent requirement for subsidies to make multi-energy
concepts possible, or a tax on gas (in the context of a Flemish ‘green tax shift’), however without
affecting the international competitive position of our companies. On the other hand, while gas
prices are currently low, it is uncertain whether this will continue to be the case in the (near)
future, for example in response to the phase out of natural gas in the Netherlands.
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Financial risks related to the financing of multi-energy service providers. This type of approach
is not yet well known to financiers, they lack the expertise to make a good risk assessment.
 Evolving role of network operation. In particular for distribution networks, the transition towards
more local multi-energy networks and decentralized energy sources requires a different
mindset and revenue model for network operation compared to the traditional, ‘centralized’
delivery model. This can lead to some level of opposition in effort to secure traditional goals
like maintaining volume and securing the monopoly position.
Environmental:
 There is a tendency to locate new industry as much as possible outside the city. This is a barrier
to the development of multi-energy services because it makes the exchange of energy between
industry and residential areas (e.g. residual heat) more difficult.
Political:
 Policy uncertainties, especially regarding the phased roll-out of digital meters and the
introduction of the new distribution network tariff (timing uncertainty) 40.
 Regulation does not (yet) allow some innovative approaches (e.g. provision of grid services by
batteries 'behind the meter') or is very restrictive for others (e.g. LEC that has to meet the same
condition as a DSO). In general, the regulation of marketing residential flexibility lags behind.
To enable upscaling of the multi-energy solutions in LECs, main factors would include:
 New types of electricity rates, allowing for dynamic pricing and capacity-based distribution
tariffs.
 Further reductions in the price of battery energy storage, as well as further electrification of
heating and domestic hot water use via electrical boiler and heat pumps.
 Demonstration projects, related to the current ambitions in Flanders of realizing a number of
‘near zero energy districts’ as ‘living labs’.
 Developing the concept of ‘energy as a service’ via lease contracts. Future services – offered
by Energy service providers – could include heating as a service, collective battery as a service,
electric mobility as a service, local energy community as a service, etc.
 An initial roll-out of multi-energy services in new built areas as a default options for inhabitants.
This appear a more realistic model of upscaling than convincing individual home owners in
existing buildings ‚one-by–one‘. Furthermore, the social housing sector could be a good partner
for rolling out smart microgrids in neighbourhoods.
 For multi-energy business areas, regulation w.r.t. direct energy connections were considered
a ‘game changer’ to enable capturing synergies via direct multi-energy exchanges and less
complexity in obtaining permissions.

40

Since the time of the interviews Flemish policy on smart meter roll-out and digital meters has evolved, see
https://www.vreg.be/nl/digitale-meter
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APPENDIX E: FINAL REFERENCE DESCRIPTION FORM FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
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